A comparison of 454 sequencing and clonal sequencing for the characterization of hepatitis C virus NS3 variants.
We compared 454 amplicon sequencing with clonal sequencing for the characterization of intra-host hepatitis C virus (HCV) NS3 variants. Clonal and 454 sequences were obtained from 12 patients enrolled in a clinical phase I study for telaprevir, an NS3-4a protease inhibitor. Thirty-nine datasets were used to compare the consensus sequence, average pairwise distance, normalized Shannon entropy, phylogenetic tree topology and the number and frequency of variants derived from both sequencing techniques. In general, a good concordance was observed between both techniques for the majority of datasets. Discordant results were observed for 5 out of 39 clonal and 454 datasets, which could be attributed to primer-related selective amplification used for clonal sequencing. Both 454 and clonal datasets consisted of a few major variants and a large number of low-frequency variants. Telaprevir resistance-associated variants were observed in low frequencies and were detected more often by 454. We conclude that performance of 454 and clonal sequencing is comparable for the characterization of intra-host virus populations. Not surprisingly, 454 is superior for the detection of low frequency resistance-associated variants. However, despite the greater coverage, 454 failed to detect some low frequency variants detected by clonal sequencing.